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Abstract. The technology of On-Demand Password (ODP), as an instance of authentication or other secure services technologies, is designed to assist the smart phone users
accomplishing to forget their password and access any service with servers and thus having a better quality of life while preserving their privacy. The paper firstly proposed a
universal and enhanced ODP scheme which can achieve two kinds of services without
remembering any password for users: The first is login service which can make users use
the ODP which was sent by the registration center (RC) to login certain server, such as
E-mail and E-payment service. The other is session service which can let users use the
ODP to get a secure session key with certain server, such as consulting service. Furthermore, our enhanced ODP scheme does not need to input the temporary short password
which was sent by RC. Because this short password was already in the right place, the
user only need to adopt some confirmed way, such as draw lines to confirm. About practical environment, we adopt multi-server architecture which can allow the user to register
at the RC once and can access all the permitted services provided by the eligible servers.
Then a new universal and enhanced ODP scheme is given based on chaotic maps. Security of the scheme is based on chaotic maps hard problems, a secure one way hash
function and a secure symmetric cryptosystem. Compared with the related literatures
recently, our proposed scheme can not only own high efficiency and unique functionality,
but is also robust to various attacks and achieves perfect forward secrecy. Finally, we
give the security proof and the efficiency analysis of our proposed scheme.
Keywords: On-demand password, Key agreement, Multi-server architecture, Chaotic
maps
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1. Introduction. Rapid growth of mobile user population has caused an immense increase in demand for the mobile user experience, particularly for any rookie user with
simple and secure services such as E-bussiness or log in an account. Mobile phone as a
unique and private device, can change people’s behavior, and also make some security
technologies convert to another form. On-Demand Password (ODP, or called One-time
On-Demand Password) [1] is a new authenticated way to let mobile users more secure
and more convenient. ODP is proposed firstly by Yahoo, users can login Yahoo account
by means of the short passwords which are sent by Yahoo to the mobile phones of users,
without having to remember the passwords set up by themselves. In a word, using ODP
technology, user’s password file is replaced by a ”Send my password” button, and then an
SMS message with a verification code will be sent to the user’s mobile phone. The key of
ODP service is to make password stronger and more flexible. In order to make low-entropy
password become a high-entropy secret, such as cryptographic key or authenticated code,
people adopt many technologies. From the point of positive-going thinking, people usually use cryptology and delicate design protocol to make it, such as authenticated key
exchange (AKE) [2-9] which can achieve authentication of the corresponding participants
and confidentiality of data transmission. From another perspective, thinking in reverse,
that dynamic security mechanism takes the place of static security mechanism can also
increase the entropy, such as one-time password (OTP) [10-12] which means that the password can be used only once, or one-time identity password (OTIP) [13] which means the
identity and the password can be used only once. Compared with the above-mentioned
technologies, ODP technology makes use of privacy of mobile phone to increase the password’s entropy, and at the same time, convenience and expansibility are also improved.
However, Graham Cluley [1] pointed out that On-Demand Passwords maybe have a big
security concern. Anyone can log into Yahoo as the user if he/she obtains the users phone
or knows his or her Yahoo account username. People who enable the new service should
be able to notice when their phone disappear. The way to avoid this risk is to set up
phone screen lock or avoid showing the SMS message until the phone is unlocked. Despite this weakness, the new service called On-Demand Passwords provides a compelling
thought for network security. Therefore, how to keep the mobile phone safe, and how to
design the ODP to satisfy some specific properties, are the problems of interest to us.
The paper is the first study ODP technology inside the ODP application. We can sum
up most services on Internet as two types: login service and session service. Based on
mobile phone number and ODP idea, we can design a universal scheme to achieve two
services simultaneously or one of them individually. In order to get more general setting,
multi-server architecture (MSA) [14-17] will be adopted in our scheme. MSA allows the
user to register at the registration center (RC) once and can access all the permitted
services provided by the eligible servers. In other words, users do not need to register
at numerous servers repeatedly. The main contributions are shown as below: The paper
firstly presents a new universal and enhanced ODP scheme towards multi-server architecture. Furthermore, the proposed protocol is mainly based on chaotic maps [18] without
using modular exponentiation and scalar multiplication on an elliptic curve. In Security aspect, the protocol can resist all common attacks, such as impersonation attacks,
man-in-the-middle attacks, etc. About functionality, the protocol also has achieved some
well-known properties, such as perfect forward secrecy and execution efficiency. The rest
of the paper is organized as follows: Some preliminaries are given in Section 2. Next, a
new ODP scheme towards multi-server architecture is described in Section 3. Then, the
security analysis and efficiency analysis are given in Section 4 and Section 5. This paper
is finally concluded in Section 6.
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2. Preliminaries.
2.1. Multi-server architecture. In the multi-server environment [14], each user must
perform authentication procedure to login the server for a transaction. If the user is in
a single authentication architecture, then the user must register at various servers and
memorize the corresponding identifications and passwords, which could not be convenient
for a user. In order to make the registration to various servers easier for users, each
user must register with the registration center to obtain a secure account. Then the user
uses the secure account to perform the login and authentication procedures with various
servers.
2.2. Security requirements. Secure communication schemes for remote one-way authentication and session key agreement for the multi-server architecture should provide
security requirements [2, 19]: (1) Hiding identity authentication: only the RC and the
server know the users identity. (2) Impersonation attack: An impersonation attack is an
attack in which an adversary successfully assumes the identity of one of the legitimate
parties in a system or in a communications protocol. (3) Man-in-the-middle attack: The
man-in-the-middle attack is a form of active eavesdropping in which the attacker makes
independent connections with the victims and relays messages between them, making
them believe that they are talking directly to each other over a private connection, when
in fact the entire conversation is controlled by the attacker. (4) Replay attack: A replay
attack is a form of network attack in which a valid data transmission is repeated or delayed
maliciously or fraudulently. (5) Known-key security: Known-key security is that a protocol can protect the subsequent session keys from disclosing even if the previous session
keys are revealed by the intendant user. (6) Perfect forward secrecy: An authenticated
key establishment protocol provides perfect forward secrecy if the compromise of both of
the nodes secret keys cannot results in the compromise of previously established session
keys. (7) Session key security: A communication protocol exhibits session key security
if the session key cannot be obtained without any long-term secrets. (8) Resistance to
stolen-verifier attacks: An adversary gets the verifier table from servers or RC by a hacking way, and then the adversary can launch any other attack which called stolen-verifier
attacks. (9) No verification table: there is no verification table at the RC or the server at
all. (10) Securely chosen password and time synchronization: Guarantee securely chosen
password and no need for time synchronization among parties.
2.3. Chebyshev chaotic maps. Let n be an integer and let x be a variable with
the interval [−1, 1].The Chebyshev polynomial [20]Tn (x) : [−1, 1] → [−1, 1] is defined
as Tn (x) = cos(ncos−1 (x)). Chebyshev polynomial map Tn : R → R of degree n is defined
using the following recurrent relation:
Tn (x) = 2xTn−1 (x) − Tn−2 (x),
where n ≥ 2, T0 (x) = 1, and T1 (x) = x
.
The first few Chebyshev polynomials are:
T2 (x) = 2x2 − 1, T3 (x) = 4x3 − 3x, T4 (x) = 8x4 − 8x2 + 1,...... One of the most important
properties is that Chebyshev polynomials are the so-called semi-group property which
establishes that
Tr (Ts (x)) = Trs (x)
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. An immediate consequence of this property is that Chebyshev polynomials commute
under composition
Tr (Ts (x)) = Ts (Tr (x))
In order to enhance the security, Zhang [21] proved that semi-group property holds for
Chebyshev polynomials defined on interval (−∞, +∞). The enhanced Chebyshev polynomials are used in the proposed protocol:
Tn (x) = (2xTn−1 (x) − Tn−2 (x))(modN )
where n ≥ 2, x ∈ (−∞, +∞), and N is a large prime number. Obviously,
Trs (x) = Tr (Ts (x)) = Ts (Tr (x))
.
Definition 2.1. (Semi-group property) Semi-group property of Chebyshev polynomials:
Trs (x) = Tr (Ts (x)) = cos(rcos−1 (scos−1 (x))) = cos(rscos−1 (x)) = Ts (Tr (x)) = Tsr (x).
Definition 2.2. Given x and y,it is intractable to find the integer s,such that Ts (x) = y.It
is called the Chaotic Maps-Based Discrete Logarithm problem (CMBDLP).
Definition 2.3. Given x, Tr (x) and Ts (x),it is intractable to find Trs (x). It is called the
Chaotic Maps-Based Diffie-Hellman problem (CMBDHP).
3. The Proposed Privacy-Protection System with Multi-Server Architecture.
In this section, under the multi-server architecture, a privacy-protection system is proposed which consists of three phases: server registration phase, user registration phase,
universal on-demand password service phase.
3.1. Notations. In this section, any server i has its identity IDSi .Only RC has its identity IDRC and public key (x, Tk (x)) and a secret key k based on Chebyshev chaotic maps, a
secure one-way hash function H(·),and a pair of secure symmetric encryption/decryption
functions EK ()/DK () with key K.The concrete notations used hereafter are shown in
Table 1.
Table 1. Notations
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3.2. Server registration phase. Concerning the fact that the proposed scheme mainly
relies on the design of Chebyshev chaotic maps-based in multi-server architecture, it is
assumed that the servers can register at the registration center in some secure way or
by secure channel. The same assumption can be set up for servers. Fig.1 illustrates the
server registration phase. Step 1. When a server wants to be a new legal service provider,
the server submits IDSi to the RC via a secure channel.
Step 2. Upon receiving IDSi from the server, the RC computes R = H(IDSi ||k),where k is
the secret key of RC. Then the server stores R in a secure way via a secure channel.

Figure 1. Server registration phase

Figure 2. a premium user registration phase
3.3. User registration phase. Step 1. When a user wants to be a new legal user with
on-demand password service, she must use her ID Card to open the phone service. In
other words, Alice submits IDCard, P honeN O to the RC via a secure channel.
Step 2. Upon receiving IDCard, P honeN O from Alice, the RC will authenticate that
Alices ID Card is valid by law. Then RC stores IDCard, P honeN O in a secure way to
avoid losting the smartphone.
Remark 3.1. If a user lost s/he P hone with the P honeN umber , s/he can use IDCard to
report and find the loss of P honeN umber .
3.4. Universal on-demand password service phase. In this phase, universal ondemand password service has three meanings: (1) The server and the RC authenticated
each other; (2) The RC will help the server to authenticate the legal user. (3) The RC
will help the legal user to authenticate the server. And the universal on-demand password
service phase has two main functions: (1) The user can enjoy the login service using ODP;
(2) The user can enjoy the secure session service between the user and the server. This
concrete process is presented in the following Fig. 3.
Step 1. If Alice wishes to enjoy one of the universal on-demand password service with Si ,she
just only opens the website of the service provided by some server and waits the ODP.
The background computing device will do the followign tasks: (1) Select random a and
compute Ta (x), KA−RC = Ta Tk (x),HA = H(phoneN O ||IDSi ||Ta (x)) and
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C1 = EKA−RC (P honeN O ||IDSi ||HA );(2) Send m1 = {Ta (x), C1 } to Si where she wants to
get the servers service.
Step 2. After receiving the message m1 = {Ta (x), C1 } from Alice, Si will do the following
tasks to ask RC for helping Alice to authenticate itself and providing the ODP: Si selects
random ri and computes Tri (x) and C2 = H(IDSi ||m1 ||R||Tri (x)).And then Si sends the
message m2 to RC.
Step 3. Next, RC will help Alice to authenticate Si and verify the temporary information by helping them to compute the session key (session service) or distribute the ODP
(login service). After receiving the message m2 = {IDSi , Tri (x), C2 , m1 }, RC will do the
following tasks:
0
(1) Authenticate Si : Based on IDSi , RC can compute R = H(IDSi ||k).Then RC com0
0
0
putes C2 = H(IDSi ||m1 ||R ||Tri (x)) and check if C2 ? = C2 .If above equation holds, that
means Si is legal participant in this instance because only Si owns R.
(2) Authenticate Alice: RC computes KRC−A = Tk Ta (x) and then uses KRC−A to de0
0
crypt DKRC−A (C1 ).The RC computes HA = H(P honeN O ||IDSi ||Ta (x)) and verifies if HA =
HA holds. If above equation holds and uses the P honeN O to return some cipher text
including ODP, that means Alice is a legal user in this instance because only a legal
user can receive and retrive the cipher text. (3) Confirm Si is the server that Al-

Figure 3. Authenticated On-demand Password phase for multi-server environment
ice wants to consult with: RC computes KRC−A = Tk Ta (x) and then decrypts C2 to
0
get P honeN O ||IDSi ||HA .Next, RC computes HA = H(P honeN O ||IDSi ||Ta (x)).RC veri0
fies HA ? = HA and checks if IDSi in the C1 equals to IDSi in plaintext or not. If holds,
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that means Si is the server that Alice wants to consult with.
(4) Help Si and Alice to get the ODP and/or the session key: RC computes C3 =
EKRC−Si (IDRC ||IDSi ||m1 ||Tri (x)||ODP ||HRC−Si ), HRC−Si = H(ODP ||IDSi ||IDRC ||Ta (x)),
C4 = EKRC−A (IDRC ||IDSi ||m1 ||Tri (x)||ODP ||HRC ) and HRC = H(ODP ||IDSi ||IDRC ||
Tri (x)).
Then RC sends the message IDRC , C4 to Alice and sends the message IDRC , C3 to Si .
Step 4. For Alice: After receiving the message IDRC , C4 , Alice uses KA−RC to de0
0
crypt C4 .Next Alice computes HRC = H(ODP ||IDSi ||IDRC ||Tri (x)).Check if HRC =
HRC .If holds, Alice computes SK = H(Ta Tri (x)||ODP ).Finally, Alice launches login service with messages {P honeN O , HA−Si = (P honeN O ||IDSi ||Ta (x)||TSi (x)||ODP )} or session service with SK.
For Si :After receiving the message IDRC , C3 , Si uses KSi −RC to decrypt C3 .Then Si com0
0
putes HRC−Si = H(ODP ||IDSi ||IDRC ||Ta (x)) and checks if HRC−Si = HRC−Si .If holds,
then Si computes SK = H(Tri Ta (x)||ODP ).
Remark 3.2. If any authenticated process does not pass, the protocol will be terminated
immediately. If the user only need one service (login or session service), the scheme will
omit all another service process (login or session service). The implementation patterns
of our proposed ODP scheme is more convenient, because user only need to draw some
finger-swipe gesture for confirming the ODP is right or not without inputing ODP process.
4. Security Analysis.
4.1. Security proof of the proposed scheme. (1) Mutual Authentication and
key agreement
Definition 4.1. Mutual authentication and key agreement refers to two parties authenticating each other suitably and getting the session key simultaneously.
Theorem 4.1. The proposed protocol can achieve mutual authentication and key agreement.
Proof: In our proposed protocol we can divide the ID hiding authentication process into
four steps:
(a) Alice authenticates RC: Because only RC has the secret k, RC can computes KRC−A =
Tk Ta (x) which equals to KA−RC = Ta Tk (x). So if Alice decrypts C4 to get the necessary
0
= HRC . If above equation is equal, then that means Alice
information and check if HRC
authenticates RC.
(b) RC and Si authenticate each other: We can use the shared key R to achieve the task.
Firstly, based on IDSi , RC can compute R0 = H(IDSi ||k) by its private key k. Then
RC computes C20 = H(IDSi ||m1 ||R0 ||Tri (x)) and checks if C20 = C2 . If above equation is
equal, then that means RC authenticates Si . After receiving the messages {IDRC , C3 },
Si computes C30 = H(IDRC ||IDSi ||m1 ||R||Tri (x) ) and chesks if C30 = C3 . If holds, we can
say Si authenticates RC.
(c) Alice authenticates Si : If Alice already authenticates RC, then she can authenticate Si
based on the information {IDRC ||IDSi ||m1 ||R||Tri (x) ||ODP ||HRC }, which were encrypted
by RC in C4 . The trust flow is Alice → RC → Si .
(d) RC helps Si authenticate Alice: If Si already authenticates RC, then it can authenticate Alice based on the information {IDRC ||IDSi ||m1 ||R||Tri (x) ||ODP ||HRC−Si }, which
were encrypted by RC in C3 . The trust flow is Si → RC → Alice.
As for the key agreement, after authenticating each other, the temporary Ta (x), Tri (x), ODP
and the P honeN O ||IDSi ||IDRC were already authenticated by RC. So finally Alice and Si
can make the key agreement simultaneously.
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(2) Mutual Authentication and ODP Distribution
Definition 4.2. Mutual authentication and ODP distribution refers to two parties authenticating each other suitably and getting the ODP simultaneously.
Theorem 4.2. The proposed protocol can achieve mutual authentication and ODP distribution.
Proof: In brief, The mutual authentication and ODP distribution can be proof in some
analogous way as section4.1(1). ODP was encrypted all the process with authenticated
message in our proposed scheme.
(3) Impersonation attack
Definition 4.3. An impersonation attack is an attack in which an adversary successfully
assumes the identity of one of the legitimate parties in a system or in a communications
protocol.
Theorem 4.3. The proposed protocol can resist impersonation attack.
Proof: An adversary cannot impersonate anyone of Alice, Si and/or RC. The proposed
scheme has already authenticated each other among Alice, Si and RC, and pairwise mutual authentication (in 4.1.(1)) based on the secrets k, R and the nonces a, ri . So there is
no way for an adversary to have a chance to carry out impersonation attack.
(4) Man-in-the-middle attack
Definition 4.4. The man-in-the-middle attack is a form of active eavesdropping in which
the attacker makes independent connections with the victims and relays messages between
them, making them believe that they are talking directly to each other over a private connection, when in fact the entire conversation is controlled by the attacker.
Theorem 4.4. The proposed protocol can resist Man-in-the-middle attack.
Proof: Because Ci (1 ≤ i ≤ 4) contain the participants identities or P honeN O , a man-inthe-middle attack cannot succeed.
(5) Replay attack
Definition 4.5. A replay attack is a form of network attack in which a valid data transmission is repeated or delayed maliciously or fraudulently.
Theorem 4.5. The proposed protocol can resist replay attack.
Proof: For any message among Alice, Si and RC, and an adversary cannot start a replay
attack against our scheme because there were the fresh nonces a, ri in each session. If Ta (x)
and Tri (x) have appeared before or the status shows in process, any of the participants
in instance protocol will reject the session request. If the adversary wants to launch the
replay attack successfully, it must compute and modify Ta (x), Tri (x) and Ci (1 ≤ i ≤ 4)
correctly which is impossible.
(6) Known-key security
Definition 4.6. Known-key security is that a protocol can protect the subsequent session
keys from disclosing even if the previous session keys are revealed by the intendant user.
Theorem 4.6. The proposed protocol can achieve known-key security.
Proof: Since the session key SK = H(Ta Tri (x)||ODP ) = H(Tri Ta (x)||ODP ) is depended
on the random nonces a, ri and ODP, and the generation of nonces is independent in all
sessions, an adversary cannot compute the previous and the future session keys when the
adversary knows one session key. And in the secrets update phase, any session key is only
used once, so it has known-key security attribute.
(7) Perfect forward secrecy
Definition 4.7. An authenticated key establishment protocol provides perfect forward
secrecy if the compromise of both of the nodes secret keys cannot results in the compromise of previously established session keys.
Theorem 4.7. The proposed protocol can achieve perfect forward secrecy.
Proof: In the proposed scheme, the session key SK = H(Ta Tri (x)||ODP ) = H(Tri Ta (x)||
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ODP ) is related with a, ri and ODP, which were randomly chosen by Alice, the server
Si and the RC respectively. So any session key has not related with the secret key (such
as k) of each of participants. Furthermore, because of the intractability of the CMBDLP
and CMBDHP problem, an adversary cannot compute the previously established session
keys.
(8) Session key security
Definition 4.8. A communication protocol exhibits session key security if the session key
cannot be obtained without any long-term secrets. Theorem 4.8. The proposed protocol
can achieve session key security.
Proof: In the authenticated key agreement phase, a session key SK is generated from a,
ri and ODP. These parameter values are different in each session, and each of them is only
known by Alice and Si . Whenever the communication ends between Si and Alice, the key
will immediately self-destruct and will not be reused. Therefore, assuming the attacker
has obtained a session key, and Alice will be unable to use this session key to decode the
information in other communication processes. Because the random point elements a and
ri are all generated randomly and are protected by the CMBDLP, CMBDHP, and the
secure symmetric encryption, a known session key cannot be used to calculate the value
of the next session key. Additionally, since the values a and ri of the random elements
are very large, attackers cannot directly guess the values a and ri of the random elements
to generate session key. Therefore, the proposed scheme provides session key security.
(9) Stolen smart phone attacks
Definition 4.9. Anyone gets the smart phone in some way to execute some kinds of
attacks.
Theorem 4.9. The proposed scheme can resist stolen smart card attacks.
Proof: It is very clear that the proposed schemes security is based on the P honeN O , so
keeping smart phone secure is very important. In our scheme, we assume that a smart
phone user can detect the lost phone as soon as possible, then he will use his ID card to
cancel or retrieve his lost P honeN O . Based on the record {IDCard, P honeN O } in RCs
database and some mobile phone lock applications, and our scheme can minimize loss.
From the Table 2, we can see that the proposed scheme can provide secure session key
agreement, perfect forward secrecy and so on. As a result, the proposed scheme is more
secure and has much functionality compared with the recent related scheme.
Table 2. Security of our proposed protocol

Our proposed protocol can hold the security S1-S12, but the [22-25] have some defects.
Our protocol is ID hiding, and [24, 25] assure ID hiding too, and [22-23] have no privacy
protect at all. Furthermore, our scheme owns high-level user experience which is better
than the others related literatures [22-25].
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4.2. Authentication proof based on the BAN logic [26]. For convenience, we first
give the description of some notations (Table 3) used in the BAN logic analysis and define
some main logical postulates (Table 4) of BAN logic.
Table 3. Notations of the BAN logic

Table 4. Logical postulates of the BAN logic

According to analytic procedures of BAN logic and the requirement of authentication
protocol for WMSNs, our protocol should satisfy the following goals in Table 5:
First of all, we transform the process of our protocol to the following idealized form as
Table 6.
According to the description of our protocol, we could make the following assumptions
about the initial state, which will be used in the analysis of our protocol in Table 7.
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Table 5. Goals of the proposed ODP scheme

Table 6. Idealized form of our protocol

Table 7. Assumptions about the initial state of our protocol

Based on the above assumptions, the idealized form of our protocol is analyzed as follows.
The main steps of the proof are described as follows:
For m2 :
Because m1 is the part of m2 , we view m2 is the beginning of the proof. According to the
message m2 and P1 , P3 , P4 , P5 , P11 , P12 , and relating with R1 , we could get: S1 : RC| ≡
Si | ∼ m2
Based on the initial assumptions P7 , P8 , and relating with R2 , we could get: S2 : RC| ≡
#m2
Combine S1 , S2 , P11 , P12 , P13 , P14 and R3 , we could get: S3 : RC| ≡ Si | ≡ #IDSi , Tri (x),
(IDSi ||m1 ||R||Tri (x)) ,S4 : RC| ≡ Alice| ≡ #P honeN O , IDSi , (P honeN O ||IDSi ||TA (x))
Based on R5 , we take apart S3 , S4 and get: S5 : RC| ≡ Si | ≡ #IDri , S6 : RC| ≡ Si | ≡
R
Si ←→ RC, S7 : RC| ≡ Alice| ≡ #Ta (x), S8 : RC| ≡ Alice| ≡ P honeN O
Based on R4 and P3 , P13 , and relating with S5 , we could get: S9 : RC| ≡ #Tri (x)
Based on R4 and P1 , P13 , and relating with S7 , we could get: S10 : RC| ≡ #Ta (x)
For m3 :
Based on m3 , and relating with P2 , P13 and R1 , we could deduce: S11 : Si | ≡ RC| ∼ m3
Based on R2 and P8 , we could get: S12 : Si | ≡ #m3
Combine S11 , S12 , P11 , P12 , P13 , P14 and R3 , we could get: S13 : Si | ≡ RC| ≡ m3
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Based on R5 , S12 , S13 , P13 , P14 , we could deduce: S14 : Si | ≡ #ODP , S15 : Si | ≡ #Ta (x)
For m4 :
Based on m4 , and relating with P1 , P11 and R1 , we could deduce: S16 : Alice| ≡ RC| ∼ m4
Based on R2 and P7 , we could get: S17 : Alice| ≡ #m4
Combine S16 , S17 , P11 , P12 , P13 , P14 and R3 , we could get: S18 : Alice| ≡ RC| ≡ m4
Based on R5 , S16 , S17 , P11 , P12 , we could deduce: S19 : Alice| ≡ #ODP , S20 : Alice| ≡
#Tri (x)
Combine:
Because the three-party (Alice, Si , RC) communicate each other just now, they confirm
the other two-party are on-line. Moreover, since SK = H(Ta Tri (x)||ODP ) and based on
S14 , S15 , S19 , S20 , R6 with chaotic maps problems, we could get:
SK
SK
Goal 1. Alice| ≡ (Alice ←→ Si ) ; Goal 2. Alice| ≡ Si | ≡ (Alice ←→ Si );
SK
SK
Goal 3. Si | ≡ (Alice ←→ Si ) ; Goal 4. Si | ≡ Alice| ≡ (Alice ←→ Si );
ODP
ODP
Goal 5. Alice| ≡ (Alice ←→ Si ) ; Goal 6. Alice| ≡ Si | ≡ (Alice ←→ Si );
ODP
ODP
Goal 7. Si | ≡ (Alice ←→ Si ) ; Goal 8. Si | ≡ Alice| ≡ (Alice ←→ Si );
According to (Goal 1 Goal 8), we know that both Alice and Si believe that a session key
SK and ODP are shared between them.

5. Efficiency Analysis. Compared to RSA and ECC, Chebyshev polynomial computation problem offers smaller key sizes, faster computation, as well as memory, energy and
bandwidth savings. In our proposed protocol, no time-consuming modular exponentiation and scalar multiplication on elliptic curves are needed. However, Wang [21] proposed
several methods to solve the Chebyshev polynomial computation problem.
To be more precise, on an Intel Pentium4 2600 MHz processor with 1024 MB RAM, where
n and p are 1024 bits long, the computational time of a one-way hashing operation, a
symmetric encryption/decryption operation, an elliptic curve point multiplication operation and Chebyshev polynomial operation is 0.0005s, 0.0087s, 0.063075s and 0.02102s
separately [18]. Moreover, the computational cost of XOR operation could be ignored
when compared with other operations.
Table 8 shows performance comparisons between our proposed scheme and the literature
of [22-25] in multi-server architecture. Therefore, as in Table 8 the concrete comparison
data as follows:
The total computation cost of our proposed protocol is lower than the literatures [22].
The main reason is that the literatures [22] adopted modular exponentiation computation.
At the same time, the literatures [22] cannot provide privacy protection for a user.
The total computation cost of our proposed protocol is higher than the literatures [23-25].
Furthermore, the communication rounds of our proposed protocol is superior to the literature [23][25] and is equal to the literature [24]. The reasons are: one reason is our protocol
mainly adopts Chebyshev chaotic maps but the literatures [23-25] mainly adopts one way
hash funciton. At the same time, Chebyshev chaotic maps has more attributes which
leading to reduce communication rounds. Furthermore, from the perspective of security,
our protocol is more secure than the literatures [23-25]. From the Table 2, we can see
that the literatures [22-25] cannot resist many attacks and the literatures [24-25] cannot
afford any authentication method. Therefore, as in Table 2 and Table 8, we can draw a
conclusion that the proposed scheme has achieved the balance of efficiency, security and
user experience.
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Table 8. Efficiency of our proposed scheme

6. Conclusion. This work provides a new universal and enhanced ODP scheme towards
multi-server architecture. The core idea of the proposed scheme is to find a universal ODP
scheme for meeting most of services based on the privacy of mobile phone. Be of great
widespread significance in Mobile Internet to mobile users, especially for novice users.
In other words, our enhanced ODP scheme is more convenient than the original ODP
scheme proposed by Yahoo. Next, according to our discussion we proposed a suitable
protocol which covers those goals and offered an efficient protocol that formally meets the
proposed security definition. Finally, after comparing with related literatures (multi-server
schemes) respectively, we found our proposed scheme has satisfactory security, efficiency
and functionality. Therefore, our protocol is more suitable for practical applications. In
the future, we will study the implementation of our scheme and other secure properties,
such as increasing the number of participants, relating to quantum cryptography and so
on.
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